WALLPAPERS
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The wallpapers are produced in The Netherlands, digitally printed on high quality non-woven foundation
that meets the highest standards of washability and fire resistance with special product features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scratch resistant
Contract qualities for hotels, restaurants, bars and other commercial use as well as domestic
All our wallpapers are certified with the BS1, d0 (European) fire certification
Washable surface
Excellent image quality
All designs are possible to manufacture in 7 fantastic qualities
100% non-pvc substrate
No minimum order required
Extra varnishing for greater durability
Dimensionally stable without stretching or shrinking.
Can be removed in a dry condition for redecoration, provided the appropriate paste has been used

Wallpaper orders come in rolls (50cm wide x 270cm height) which include the panels numbered one
next to each other easy to unpack and install. Beyond the standard panel sizes our team can customize
any design according to the client’s needs. This is vital for both professionals and companies. Less waste
but exact customized measures. Any other height than 270 cm can be proportionally reproduced by our
design team to fit any space with artwork from the designers provided to make offers easier to place and
faster to be approved.

TEXTURED METALLIC GOLD
Material:
Fire certification:
Weight:
Panel Width:
Panel Height:

textured metallic gold
Bs1, d0 (European)
260 grs/m2
50 cm (endless design)
customizable (standard 270 cm)

TEXTURED METALLIC SILVER
Material:
Fire certification:
Weight:
Panel Width:
Panel Height:

textured metallic silver
Bs1, d0 (European)
260 grs/m2
50 cm (endless design)
customizable (standard 270 cm)

TEXTURED VINYL
Material:
Fire certification:
Weight:
Panel Width:
Panel Height:

textured vinyl
Bs1, d0 (European)
370 grs/m2
50 &100 cm (endless design)
customizable

IMO VINYL
Material:
IMO:
Weight:
Panel Width:
Panel Height:

non woven backed vinyl wallcovering
MSC 307 (88) Part 2+5
450 grs/m2
50 cm
customizable

Toner
Our wallpaper are digitally printed with QA-P dry toner for excellent image quality. QA-P toners also contain
no hazardous chemicals, so they are compliant with the US and EU black lists, US-C-070928PROPIC-65
and UE Standard EN71-3 (heavy metals). Throughout the manufacturing process, serious consideration is
given to environmental aspects: Equally important, our wallpaper are recyclable and biodegradable.
Fire-certification:
All our wallpaper are certified with the Bs1, d0 (European) fire-certification.
Aqua Acrylic is water based Natural latex - a milky fluid produced by the rubber tree. Non Woven means
that additional to wood fibers our paper is reinforced with manmade fibers mixed in with pulp blend that
acts like a mesh. Its purpose is to tightly bond the wood fibers together and make it extremely durable.
All our high-quality materials are printed using a non-woven backings that make the products noticeably
stronger and more durable compared to normal wallpaper (paper backing). This makes our products
dimensionally more stable to a degree that it will not stretch or shrink. The non-woven base is a fabric like
material made from long fibers, bonded together by heat treatment.
TEXTURED WHITE
Material:
non woven with aqua acrylic sand top layer
Fire certification:
Bs1, d0 (European)
Weight:
185 grs /m2
Panel Width:
46.5 cm & 50 cm
Panel Height:
270 cm
Murals are coated with a water based protection varnish that will provide extra washability and scratch
resistance. The coating will add an additional 4-6 grams to the top layer and is completely free of any
heavy metals.
AQUA ACRYLIC FABRIC
Material:
non woven with aqua acrylic fabric top layer
Fire certification:
Bs1, d0 (European)
Weight:
185 grs /m2
Panel Width:
46.5 cm & 50cm
Panel Height:
270 cm
Murals are coated with a water based protection varnish that will provide extra washability and scratch
resistance. The coating will add an additional 4-6 grams to the top layer and is completely free of any
heavy metals.
Further to all above qualities developed YO2 offers its designs on a luxurious Viscose Fabric wall covering
made in Italy.
Endless wallpaper width gives the customer the freedom to apply the designs to any space whereas YO2
designers will supply an individual drawing for any order wider than the displayed making each product
unique with no recurrence; creating an innovative system on the visual output. Height can also be customized
for any design upon request personalizing each fabric wall covering order.
Note: Hanging instructions are attached with every order for each material accordingly.

